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We discuss lattice QCD with one flavor of staggered fermions and show that in the path integral the
baryon contributions can be fully separated from quark and diquark contributions. The baryonic
degrees of freedom are independent of the gauge field and the corresponding free fermion action
describes the baryons through the joint propagation of three quarks. The non-baryonic dynamics is
described by quark and diquark terms that couple to the gauge field. When evaluating the quark
and diquark contributions in the strong coupling limit the partition function completely factorizes
into baryon bags and a complementary domain. Baryon bags are regions in space-time where the
dynamics is described by a single free fermion made out of three quarks propagating coherently as
a baryon. Outside the baryon bags the relevant degrees of freedom are monomers and dimers for
quarks and diquarks. The partition sum is a sum over all baryon bag configurations and for each
bag a free fermion determinant appears as a weight factor.
I. INTRODUCTION
The path integral of a quantum field theory usually
can be represented in several ways that may highlight
different properties of the theory or allow for different
computational approaches. In particular in the frame-
work of the lattice discretization an optimal representa-
tion may considerably improve numerical simulations or
even make the numerical approach applicable at all. Ex-
perience from many years of Monte Carlo simulations of
lattice field theories and spin systems shows that a repre-
sentation that allows for an efficient numerical simulation
has to capture the relevant degrees of freedom such that
these can be updated efficiently.
In recent years new worldline and worldsheet represen-
tations of lattice field theories were studied intensively,
and the reviews at the annual lattice conferences give an
overview over this development [1–4]. For a QCD-related
system a worldline representation has been known since
the early days of lattice QCD, namely the loop-dimer-
monomer representation of strong coupling QCD [5, 6].
More recently several interesting results were obtained
for strong coupling QCD [7–17] with this type of repre-
sentations and related expansion techniques for fermions
were also used in various suggestions for a fully dualized
version of lattice QCD [18–22].
Worldline techniques also play a prominent role in
purely fermionic lattice field theories with fermionic self-
interaction terms. For some of these theories it is possible
to work with so-called fermion bags, which are domains
on the lattice where the dynamics is essentially described
by free fermions. The fermion bags are separated by do-
mains where the Grassmann integral for the partition
function is saturated with the interaction terms of the
theory [23, 24]. For systems where a fermion bag repre-
sentation is available this constitutes a powerful tool for
numerical simulations and a wealth of interesting results
were obtained with this approach [25–35].
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In this article we show that also lattice QCD allows for
a representation where the baryonic degrees of freedom
are described by free fermions, i.e., lattice QCD can be
organized in a generalized fermion bag formulation. Of
course in QCD these are not fundamental fermions but
the baryon contributions are terms where three quarks
propagate together. One finds that the corresponding
terms are independent of the gauge field and only the
non-baryonic quark and diquark contributions interact
with the gauge field.
When considering the strong coupling limit the equiv-
alence with the fermion bag picture becomes complete.
We show that the path integral completely factorizes into
regions Bi, which we refer to as baryon bags, where the
dynamics is described by free baryons made out of three
quarks and a complementary domain B. In the comple-
mentary domain quarks and diquarks are the relevant
degrees of freedom. The form of the baryon bag rep-
resentation which we find for the strong coupling limit
can be viewed as a variant of the loop-dimer-monomer
representation [5, 6], where now classes of contributions
are resummed into the baryon bags. We show that the
corresponding weights can be written as fermion determi-
nants for a free Dirac operator restricted to the respective
baryon bag.
II. SEPARATION OF THE BARYONS IN THE
QCD PATH INTEGRAL
We consider lattice QCD with one flavor of staggered
fermions. The corresponding partition sum is given by
Z =
∫
D[ψ,ψ]
∫
D[U ] eSG[U ] eSF [ψ,ψ,U ] ,∫
D[U ] =
∏
x,ν
∫
SU(3)
dUx,ν ,
∫
D[ψ,ψ] =
∏
x
∫ 3∏
a=1
dψx,a dψx,a . (1)
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2The fermionic degrees of freedom are the one-component
Grassmann valued fields ψx,a and ψx,a, with a color in-
dex a = 1, 2, 3. They live on the sites of a N3s ×Nt lattice
and have periodic boundary conditions in space and anti-
periodic boundary conditions in time. The correspond-
ing path integral measure is a product over Grassmann
measures for all sites and colors. The gauge degrees of
freedom are the matrices Ux,ν ∈ SU(3), attached to the
links of the lattice. They obey periodic boundary condi-
tions for all directions. The corresponding path integral
measure is the product over Haar measures on all links.
For the gauge action we use the Wilson action (the
constant term was dropped)
SG[U ] =
β
3
∑
x
∑
µ<ν
Re TrUx,µ Ux+µˆ,ν U
†
x+νˆ,µ U
†
x,ν . (2)
The staggered fermion action is given by
SF
[
ψ,ψ, U
]
=
∑
x
(
2mψxψx + (3)
∑
ν
γx,ν
[
eµδν4 ψxUx,νψx+νˆ − e−µδν4 ψx+νˆU†x,νψx
])
,
where we use vector/matrix notation in color space. The
staggered sign factors are given by γx,1 = 1, γx,2 =
(−1)x1 , γx,3 = (−1)x1+x2 and γx,4 = (−1)x1+x2+x3 . For
later discussion we have also included a chemical poten-
tial µ which gives a different weight to temporal (ν = 4)
forward and backward hopping of the fermions.
Using the fact that the fermion action consists only
of Grassmann bilinears, we may write the sums in the
exponent as products and organize the partition function
in the form
Z =
∫
D[ψ,ψ]
∏
x
e2mψxψx
∫
D[U ] eSG[U ]
∏
x,ν
Lx,ν [ψ,ψ, U ],
(4)
where we have defined the link terms
Lx,ν [ψ,ψ, U ] = e
γx,ν e
µδν4 ψxUx,νψx+νˆ (5)
× e−γx,ν e−µδν4 ψx+νˆU†x,νψx .
Expanding the exponential for the forward hopping term
in a power series we find (for brevity we drop all space-
time indices; note that γ ≡ γx,ν is a sign such that it
appears only in odd powers)
e γ e
µ ψ Uψ = 1 + γ eµ ψUψ +
e2µ
2!
(ψUψ)2 +
γ e3µ
3!
(ψUψ)3
=
[
1 +
γ e3µ
3!
(ψUψ)3
][
1 + γ eµ ψUψ +
e2µ
2!
(ψUψ)2
]
= exp
(
γ e3µ
3!
(ψUψ)3
) 2∑
k=0
[
γ eµ ψUψ
]k
k!
. (6)
Due to the nilpotency of the ψ = ψx and the ψ = ψx
and the fact that there are three colors, the power se-
ries terminates after the cubic term. Again exploiting
nilpotency we have separated the contribution of the
cubic term in the second step and in the last step re-
exponentiated that factor. The cubic term can be written
as (we use summation convention for the color indices)
(ψUψ)3 = (ψaUabψb)
3 (7)
= ψa ψb ψa′ ψb′ ψa′′ ψb′′ Uab Ua′b′ Ua′′b′′
= −ψa ψa′ ψa′′ ψb ψb′ ψb′′ Uab Ua′b′ Ua′′b′′
= ψ3 ψ2 ψ1 ψ1 ψ2 ψ3 a a′a′′ Uab Ua′b′ Ua′′b′′ b b′b′′
= ψ3 ψ2 ψ1 ψ1 ψ2 ψ3 a a′a′′ a a′a′′ detU
= 3! ψ3 ψ2 ψ1 ψ1 ψ2 ψ3 ≡ 3! BB .
In the last two steps we used Uab Ua′b′ Ua′′b′′ b b′b′′ =
a a′a′′ detU and detU = 1, since U ∈ SU(3). The cal-
culation shows that the cubic term is independent of the
gauge field, and for a compact notation in the last line of
(7) we already used the baryon fields Bx, Bx defined as
Bx = ψx,1 ψx,2 ψx,3 , Bx = ψx,3 ψx,2 ψx,1 . (8)
Performing the equivalent steps for the backward hop-
ping term and reinstating all indices we can write the
link terms in the form
Lx,ν [ψ,ψ, U ] = e
γx,ν [e
3µδν4 BxBx+νˆ−e−3µδν4 Bx+νˆBx]
×
2∑
kx,ν ,jx,ν=0
(γx,ν)
kx,ν+jx,ν eµ δν4 (kx,ν−jx,ν)
kx,ν ! jx,ν !
×
[
ψx Ux,ν ψx+νˆ
]kx,ν [− ψx+νˆ U†x,ν ψx]jx,ν . (9)
Obviously we have completely separated the contribu-
tions of the baryons to the link terms. These contribu-
tions have the form of a Boltzmann factor with the mass-
less staggered fermion action for the baryon fields Bx and
Bx. Only the terms in the double sum still depend on
the gauge fields. They have the form of hopping terms
for quarks (kx,ν , jx,ν = 1) or hopping terms for diquarks
(kx,ν , jx,ν = 2).
The Boltzmann factors for the mass term can be or-
ganized in a similar way (again we suppress space-time
indices and use (ψψ)3 = (ψ1ψ1 + ψ2ψ2 + ψ3ψ3)
3 =
3!ψ3ψ2ψ1ψ1ψ2ψ3 = 3!BB ):
e2mψψ = 1 + 2mψψ +
(2m)2
2!
(ψψ)2 + (2m)3BB
=
[
1 + (2m)3BB
][
1 + 2mψψ +
(2m)2
2!
(ψψ)2
]
= e (2m)
3 BB
[
1 + 2mψψ +
(2m)2
2!
(ψψ)2
]
. (10)
Reinstating all space time-factors and using the defini-
tions (8) we find
e 2mψxψx = e 2M BxBx
2∑
sx=0
[
2mψxψx
]sx
sx!
, (11)
where we defined the baryon mass M = 4m3, and intro-
duced the monomer variables sx = 0, 1, 2 assigned to the
sites x of the lattice.
3Putting things together we obtain the following expres-
sion for the partition sum:
Z =
∫
D[ψ,ψ] eSB [B,B]
∫
D[U ] eSG[U ]WQD[ψ,ψ, U ] .
(12)
In this form we have completely factorized the contri-
butions of the baryons and collected the corresponding
terms in the baryon action
SB
[
B,B
]
=
∑
x
(
2M BxBx + (13)
∑
ν
γx,ν
[
eµBδν4 BxBx+νˆ − e−µBδν4 Bx+νˆBx
])
.
Obviously the action for the baryon fields Bx and Bx has
the form of a free staggered fermion with mass M = 4m3
and a baryon chemical potential µB = 3µ. Note, that
since the anti-periodic temporal boundary conditions of
the quark fields simply correspond to additional factors
of −1 for the temporal links of the last time slice in the
action (3), also the baryon fields Bx and Bx obey anti-
periodic temporal boundary conditions (the correspond-
ing signs ±1 are raised to a power of 3 in our derivation
and because of (±1)3 = ±1, remain unchanged). Fur-
thermore we point out that also the baryon action turns
into a chiral action (chirality in the sense of the staggered
action) for the limit of massless quarks.
The last factor in (12), i.e., the expression
WQD[ψ,ψ, U ] is the integrand with the contributions of
the non-baryonic terms. It reads
WQD[ψ,ψ, U ] =
∑
{s,k,l}
∏
x
[
2mψxψx
]sx
sx!
(14)
×
∏
x,ν
(γx,ν)
kx,ν+lx,ν eµ δν4 (kx,ν−lx,ν)
kx,ν ! lx,ν !
×
[
ψx Ux,ν ψx+νˆ
]kx,ν [− ψx+νˆ U†x,ν ψx]lx,ν ,
where we have defined the sum over all configurations of
the monomer and hopping variables as
∑
{s,k,l}
=
[∏
x
2∑
sx=0
]∏
x,ν
2∑
kx,ν=0
2∑
lx,ν=0
 . (15)
The contributions to WQD[ψ,ψ, U ] have a simple inter-
pretation as terms for quarks and diquarks. More specif-
ically, a value sx = 1 inserts a quark monomer at site x,
while sx = 2 inserts a diquark monomer at site x. In the
same way a value of kx,ν = 1 activates a forward quark
hop on the link (x, ν), while a value of kx,ν = 2 activates
a forward hop for a diquark. Finally, setting lx,ν = 1 and
lx,ν = 2 activate backward hops for quarks and diquarks.
Thus we conclude that in the form (12) the partition
sum factorizes into the contributions of gauge indepen-
dent, freely propagating baryons described by the baryon
action SB [B,B] and the contributions WQD[ψ,ψ, U ] of
quarks and diquarks that couple to the gauge fields. We
expect that the representation (12) will be useful for sim-
plifying dual representations of lattice QCD in terms of
worldlines or worldsheets – a task we will address in fu-
ture work.
III. INTEGRATING THE GAUGE FIELDS AT
STRONG COUPLING
We now evaluate (12) in the strong coupling limit. This
means that the gauge action is absent and we integrate
the gauge variables Ux,ν at every link without weight
factor. Thus we can completely factorize the integration
over the link variables and for strong coupling the parti-
tion function reads
Z =
∫
D[ψ,ψ] eSB [B,B]
∏
x
2∑
sx=0
[
2mψxψx
]sx
sx!
(16)
×
∏
x,ν
2∑
kx,ν=0
2∑
lx,ν=0
(γx,ν)
kx,ν+lx,ν eµ δν4 (kx,ν−lx,ν)
kx,ν ! lx,ν !
×
∫
SU(3)
dUx,ν
[
ψx Ux,ν ψx+νˆ
]kx,ν [− ψx+νˆ U†x,ν ψx]lx,ν .
Integrating the Ux,ν in the last line of (16) over only the
center group already restricts the possible values of kx,ν
and lx,ν to kx,ν = lx,ν . This leaves us with two simple
well known SU(3) Haar measure integrals [36]:∫
SU(3)
dU Uab U
†
cd =
1
3
δad δbc , (17)∫
SU(3)
dU Uab Ucd U
†
ef U
†
gh =
1
8
[δaf δbe δch δdg + δah δbg δcf δde]
− 1
24
[δaf δbg δch δde + δah δbe δcf δdg].
With these formulas we obtain for the two non-trivial
integrals in (16),∫
SU(3)
dU
[
ψx U ψx+νˆ
][
ψx+νˆU
†ψx
]
= −ψxψx ψx+νˆψx+νˆ
3
,
∫
SU(3)
dU
[
ψx U ψx+νˆ
]2[
ψx+νˆU
†ψx
]2
=
[
ψxψx ψx+νˆψx+νˆ
]2
3
,
(18)
which agrees with the two leading non-trivial terms for
the one link integral [5, 6]. Using (18), the strong cou-
pling partition function assumes the form
Z =
∫
D[ψ,ψ] eSB [B,B]
∏
x
2∑
sx=0
[
2mψxψx
]sx
sx!
×
∏
x,ν
2∑
kx,ν=0
(3− kx,ν)!
6 kx,ν !
[
ψxψx ψx+νˆψx+νˆ
]kx,ν
. (19)
4The terms in the last sum correspond to quark dimers
(kx,ν = 1), i.e., a term where a quark hops one link for-
ward and then backwards on the same link, and to di-
quark dimers (kx,ν = 2) where two quarks hop forward
together and then backwards.
IV. FACTORIZATION OF THE GRASSMANN
INTEGRAL AND DEFINITION OF BARYON
BAGS
Having brought the strong coupling partition function
into the form (19) we now come to identfying the fermion
bags. The important step is to notice, that already with
only the Boltzmann factor eSB [B,B] for the baryons we
can saturate the Grassmann integral. Saturating the
Grassmann integral means that when expanding the inte-
grand we collect those terms of the expansion where each
Grassmann variable appears exactly once, such that the
Grassmann integral gives a non-vanishing result.
The action SB [B,B] in (13) has the form of the stag-
gered fermion action, and upon expansion the Boltzmann
factor eSB [B,B] produces the same terms: monomers,
dimers and closed loops, which we can use to satu-
rate the Grassmann integral. Note however, that the
monomer, dimer and loop contributions are now for the
baryons, and thus already contain all three colors, since
the baryons Bx and Bx defined in (8) are products over
all three colors. Thus if we have a region Bi of the lattice
where every site is either occupied by a baryon monomer,
is the endpoint of a baryon dimer, or is run through by
a baryon loop, then we have complete saturation of the
Grassmann integral inside the region Bi.
Such a region Bi is now referred to as baryon bag.
More specifically we define baryon bags Bi to consist of
either a single site (then the only possibility to saturate
the Grassmann integral is the baryon monomer), or of
the sites at the endpoints of a connected set of links.
Examples of Baryon bags are shown in Fig. 1. Inside the
space time domain defined by a baryon bag we completely
saturate the Grassmann integral with the contributions
from eSB [B,B], i.e., baryon monomers, baryon loops and
baryon dimers.
Having introduced the fermion bags Bi as either a sin-
gle site or a set of sites connected by links, we define the
union B of all bags and the complementary domain B,
B ≡ ∪i Bi , B ≡ Λ /B , (20)
where Λ denotes the full lattice, i.e., the set of all sites.
On the complementary domain B we can use quark
monomers (sx = 1), diquark monomers (sx = 2), as well
as quark dimers (kx,ν = 1), or diquark dimers (kx,ν = 2).
We stress at this point that quark monomers (sx = 1)
and diquark monomers (sx = 2) are mutually exclusive,
i.e., at a site one cannot have a quark monomer and a
diquark monomer at the same instant, since they corre-
spond to different values of the variable sx assigned to
FIG. 1. Example for the decomposition of a lattice into
baryon bags Bi and the complementary region B. The baryon
bags are marked with the thinner blue lines on the links they
contain or by a blue square if they consist of only a single
site. The links in the complementary region B are marked
with thick magenta lines. The configuration we show has 6
baryon bags Bi, 2 of which consist of only a single site. In-
side each baryon bag the Grassmann integral is saturated by
baryon monomers, baryon dimers and baryon loops. In the
complementary region B the Grassmann integral is saturated
by monomers and dimers for quarks and diquarks.
the site x. In the same way quark dimers (kx,ν = 1) and
diquark dimers (kx,ν = 2) are mutually excluding each
other at a link (x, ν), since they correspond to different
values of the variable kx,ν .
The quark monomer terms generate the quadratic
Grassmann terms ψx,a ψx,a, a = 1, 2, 3, while the di-
quark monomer terms give rise to ψx,a ψx,a ψx,b ψx,b,
a 6= b. Obviously neither quark-, nor diquark monomer
terms alone can saturate the Grassmann integral at x,
because they do not contain all three colors. Con-
sequently, the complementary region B cannot con-
tain isolated sites. Thus, for configurations that sat-
urate the Grassmann integral, the quark and diquark
monomer terms have to be combined with quark and
diquark hopping terms. These correspond to acti-
vating at the endpoints of the link (x, ν) the terms
ψx,a ψx,a ψx+νˆ,c ψx+νˆ,c for the quark dimers, and
ψx,a ψx,a ψx,b ψx,b ψx+νˆ,c ψx+νˆ,c ψx+νˆ,d ψx+νˆ,d for the
diquark dimers. Thus the configurations that saturate
the Grassmann integral in the complementary domain B
consist of regions that combine monomers and dimers for
quarks and diquarks. Some examples of such configura-
tions are shown in Fig. 2.
Having discussed the ways baryon terms from the ex-
pansion of eSB [B,B] may be used to saturate the Grass-
mann integral inside the baroyn bags Bi, and how quark
and diquark monomers and dimers saturate the Grass-
mann integral in the complementary domain B, let us
stress that the two types of contributions cannot mix at
sites x: Clearly a baryon mass term completely satu-
rates the Grassmann integral at some site x and quark
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FIG. 2. Example for the saturation of the Grassmann integral
in the complementary domain B. We show two (top and bot-
tom plots) of strings of neighboring sites, with the first site la-
belled by x, the second one by x+νˆ. At each site we have three
layers for the three colors. The quark monomers ψx,a ψx,a are
represented by a small square around the site x in the layer for
color a and the diquark monomers ψx,a ψx,a ψx,b ψx,b (a 6= b)
by a rectangle around x in both layers a and b. A quark dimer
ψx,a ψx,a ψx+νˆ,c ψx+νˆ,c is represented by a single magenta
line connecting x in layer a with x + νˆ in layer c, while di-
quark dimers ψx,a ψx,a ψx,b ψx,b ψx+νˆ,c ψx+νˆ,c ψx+νˆ,d ψx+νˆ,d
are represented by two magenta lines that connect x and x+ νˆ
in the corresponding layers. For graphical reasons the two
examples shown have the structure of chains, but of course
the patterns for the saturation of the Grassmann integral can
branch in all four directions.
or diquark terms cannot attach to that site x. The sec-
ond building block for baryons are the hopping terms
for baryons. At the endpoint x of a link they either
completely saturate all ψx,a or all ψx,a. The quark and
diquark monomer and dimer terms on the other hand
always contain the products ψx,a ψx,a, such that they
cannot attach to the site x. Consequently the baryon
contributions do not mix with the quark and diquark
terms.
The fact that baryon terms do not mix with quark
and diquark terms allows us to completely factorize the
strong coupling path integral. The Grassmann measure
is decomposed in the following way:∫
D[ψ,ψ] =
∏
i
∫
DBi [ψ,ψ] ×
∫
DB [ψ,ψ] , (21)
where we have defined the measures in the fermion bags
and the complementary domain as∫
DBi [ψ,ψ] =
∏
x∈Bi
∫ ∏
a
dψx,a dψx,a , (22)∫
DB [ψ,ψ] =
∏
x∈B
∫ ∏
a
dψx,a dψx,a . (23)
Since we completely saturate the Grassmann integral in-
side the fermion bags with the baryon terms, the sum
over quark and diquark activation indices is restricted to
the complementary domain B and we define
∑
{s,k ‖B}
=
∏
x∈B
2∑
sx=0
∏
(x,ν)∈B
2∑
kx,ν=0
. (24)
The partition function can now be written in the form
Z =
∑
{B}
[∏
i
ZBi
]
× ZB , (25)
where the sum runs over all possible ways to decompose
the lattice into a collection of fermion bags Bi. The con-
tribution of a baryon bag Bi is given by
ZBi =
∫
DBi [ψ,ψ] exp
(∑
x,y
BxD
(i)
x,y By
)
, (26)
where we have introduced D
(i)
x,y as the staggered Dirac
operator for the baryons in the baryon bag Bi,
D(i)x,y = θ
(i)
x 2M δx,y (27)
+
∑
ν
θ(i)x,νγx,ν
[
eµBδν4 δx+ν,y − e−µBδν4 δx,y+ν
]
,
with the site and link support functions on the baryon
bag Bi defined as
θ(i)x =
{
1 if x ∈ Bi
0 if x /∈ Bi , (28)
θ(i)x,ν =
{
1 if (x, ν) ∈ Bi
0 if (x, ν) /∈ Bi . (29)
Finally, the contribution of the complementary domain
B is given by
ZB =
∑
{s,k ‖B}
∫
DB[ψ,ψ]
∏
x
(
2mψxψx
)sx
sx!
(30)
×
∏
x,ν
(3− kx,ν)!
6 kx,ν !
(
ψxψx ψx+νˆψx+νˆ
)kx,ν
.
ZB is a sum over all possibilities to fill the complementary
domain B domain with quark and diquark monomers and
quark and diquark dimers. Note that all corresponding
insertions of Grassmann monomials contribute the Grass-
mann variables already in the canonical order such that
all contributions to ZB come with real and positive fac-
tors. The corresponding weights can easily be determined
from (30): A quark monomer ψx,a ψx,a comes with a fac-
tor of 2m, while a diquark monomer ψx,a ψx,a ψx,b ψx,b,
a 6= b comes with (2m)2 (the factor 1/2! for sx = 2
in (30) is cancelled because the diquark monomer is a
mixed term in a square and thus comes with a factor of
2). A quark dimer ψx,a ψx,a ψx+νˆ,c ψx+νˆ,c has a weight of
1/3 and the same weight also results for a diquark dimer
ψx,a ψx,a ψx,b ψx,b ψx+νˆ,c ψx+νˆ,c ψx+νˆ,d ψx+νˆ,d (here we
6have a product of two mixed terms which gives a factor
of 4 that combines with the factor 1/12 that comes from
(30) when setting kx,ν = 2, to the factor of 1/3 we quote).
With these weights we can write the contribution ZB
for the complementary domain in the following form:
ZB =
∑
{m,d ‖B}
(2m)N (m1)+N (m2)
(
1
3
)N (d1)+N (d2)
, (31)
where the sum runs over all possible configurations of
monomer and dimer configurations in the complementary
domain B according to the rules illustrated in Fig. 2. By
N (m1) and N (m2) we denote the total number of quark
and diquark monomers and byN (d1) andN (d2) the total
number of quark and diquark dimers.
V. FERMION DETERMINANTS FOR BARYON
BAG CONTRIBUTIONS
We finally show that the contribution ZBi of a baryon
bag Bi can be written as the determinant1 of the Dirac
operator D(i) in the fermion bag as defined in (27). The
first step is to reorganize the Grassmann measure (22)
inside the baryon bag Bi:
DBi [ψ,ψ] =
∏
x∈Bi
∏
a
dψx,a dψx,a
=
∏
x∈Bi
dψx,3 dψx,2 dψx,1 dψx,1 dψx,2 dψx,3
=
∏
x∈Bi
dBx dBx , (32)
where we have defined the baryon measures
dBx ≡ dψx,3 dψx,2 dψx,1 , (33)
dBx ≡ dψx,1 dψx,2 dψx,3 . (34)
Together with the baryon fields Bx and Bx defined in (8)
they obey the following anti-commutation relations
{Bx, By} = 0, {Bx, By} = 0, {Bx, By} = 0, (35)
{dBx, dBy} = 0, {dBx, dBy} = 0, {dBx, dBy} = 0, (36)
{dBx, By} = 0, {dBx, By} = 0, (37)
{dBx, By} = 0, {dBx, By} = 0. (38)
Furthermore the baryon measures and the baryon fields
obey the Grassmann integration rules∫
dBx 1 = 0 ,
∫
dBxBx = 1 , (39)∫
dBx 1 = 0 ,
∫
dBxBx = 1 , (40)
1 We stress at this point that of course the fermionic Gaussian in-
tegral can always be written as a determinant, but the factorized
form as a product over bag determinants in Eq. (43) is possible
only in the strong coupling limit, which suppresses off-diagonal
terms that connect different baryon bags.
which they inherit from the underlying properties of the
Grassmann variables ψa,x, ψa,x, dψa,x, dψa,x they are
made of. Thus the baryon fields Bx and Bx, together
with the measures dBx and dBx form a representation of
a Grassmann algebra and the corresponding measures.
As a consequence we can identify the contribution ZBi
of the baryon bag Bi as a Gaussian Grassmann integral
and thus a determinant,
ZBi =
∫ ∏
x∈Bi
dBxBx exp
(∑
x,y
BxD
(i)
x,y By
)
= detD(i),
(41)
where D(i) is the baryon bag Dirac operator defined in
(27) for the baryons in the bag Bi.
For vanishing chemical potential, i.e., µ = 0 = µB ,
the properties of the Dirac operator under chiral trans-
formations guarantee the positivity of the determinant:
We write the baryon bag Dirac operator D(i) in the form
D(i) = 2M 1(i) + A(i) ,
where 1(i) is the unit operator on the set of sites inside
the bag Bi, and A(i) denotes the hopping terms of D(i) at
µB = 0 according to the definition (27). The matrix A
(i)
is anti-hermitian, such that it has purely imaginary eigen-
values iλ with λ ∈ R. Furthermore A(i) anti-commutes
with
Γ
(i)
5 x,y = θ
(i)
x (−1)x1+x2+x3+x4 δx,y , (42)
which is the staggered representation of γ5 restricted to
the bag Bi. Thus at µB = 0 the eigenvalues of D(i) come
in complex conjugate pairs 2M± iλ such that their prod-
uct 4M2+λ2 is non-negative (strictly positive for M 6= 0)
and thus detD(i) is non-negative (strictly positive).
We stress however, that for µB 6= 0 this argument does
not hold, and detD(i) can be negative. A bag may, e.g.,
contain a single baryon loop that winds around compact
time with a negative sign. For µB = 0 this negative
contribution is compensated by the bayron dimers and
monomers, but for µB this loop has an additional factor
of cosh(µB Nt), such that for sufficiently large µB Nt the
contribution ZBi = detD
(i) will be negative. Thus also
in the baryon bag representation strong coupling QCD
has the sign problem of free fermions inside the bags.
We conclude this section with summarizing the final
form of the baryon bag representation for the partition
sum of strong coupling QCD:
Z =
∑
{B}
∏
i
det D(i) × ZB . (43)
The partition function Z is the sum
∑
{B} over all con-
figurations of baryon bags. For each baryon bag Bi we
pick up a weight factor det D(i) given by the fermion de-
terminant of the baryon bag Dirac operator (27). These
determinants are real and positive for vanishing chem-
ical potential, but may become negative for sufficiently
large µB . In the complementary domain B the dynamics
7is described by quark and diquark monomer and dimer
terms. The corresponding factor ZB is given in (31) and
is always real and positive.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have analyzed the baryon contri-
butions in lattice QCD with one flavor of staggered
fermions. Using Taylor expansion of the Boltzmann fac-
tors for the individual site- and link terms of the fermion
action we could separate the corresponding baryon con-
tributions. Re-exponentiating these terms we were able
to organize their contributions in the form of a separate
Boltzmann factor for the baryons. The baryon fields are
monomials of three quark fields and no longer couple to
the gauge field. The action for the baryons turns out to
be the free staggered action with anti-periodic temporal
boundary conditions and for the case of vanishing quark
mass the action is chiral.
We stress that the separation of the baryon terms with
a Boltzmann factor for free fermions holds for arbitrary
values of the gauge coupling and does not depend on
the strong coupling limit. We expect that the form with
factorized baryon contributions will be very useful for
simplifying worldline/worldsheet representations of lat-
tice QCD. We keep this for future work and in this paper
continued with considering the strong coupling limit.
In the strong coupling limit the Grassmann measure
could be factorized into baryon bags where the Grass-
mann integral is separated with terms from the baryon
Boltzmann factor and a complementary domain where
the relevant degrees of freedom are monomers and dimers
for quarks and diquarks. Inside the baryon bags the
Grassmann measure was rewritten as a measure for the
baryons and we found that the baryon measure and the
baryon fields together obey a Grassmann algebra. Inside
each baryon bag the Gaussian integral for the baryons
gives rise to a fermion determinant for the Dirac opera-
tor restricted to the respective bag. In the complemen-
tary domain the quark and diquark contributions always
have real and positive weights and for the baryon bags
the chiral transformation properties of the Dirac operator
ensure that for vanishing chemical potential µ the baryon
bag determinants are real and positive. For nonzero µ the
baryon bag representation has the sign problem of free
fermions which becomes manifest once the fermion bags
reach the size of the inverse temperature.
The result (43) for the strong coupling partition sum
has the form of a fermion bag representation [23, 24],
but conceptually the underlying structure is more com-
plex than previous fermion bag representations: Here the
fermion terms inside the baryon bags describe the joint
propagation of three quarks and thus do not emerge from
fundamental fermion fields in the action. In the same way
the interaction terms in the complementary domain are
not directly generated from expanding the Boltzmann
factor for a genuine interaction term in the action, but
instead emerge from an interplay of quark and diquark
terms.
Within the framework of strong coupling QCD, the
identification of baryon bags gives rise to a new type of
resummation of configurations in the strong coupling rep-
resentation [5, 6]. We stress, however, that the resumma-
tion of baryon contributions in a baryon bag determinant
is different from other forms of resummation where sin-
gle baryon loops are combined with chains of dimers in
individual update steps [5, 6].
We conclude with stressing that the partition function
is a sum over all bag configurations, and the configura-
tions of bags come with different weights that depend
on the parameters, e.g., mass, temperature and chemical
potential. Thus in a Monte Carlo simulation the average
size and the total number of bags per volume will de-
pend on these parameters. Consequently the baryon bag
representation allows the system to dynamically choose
the combinations of degrees of freedom that are relevant
for a given set of couplings, either in terms of baryons,
which will give rise to a large fraction of sites belong-
ing to baryon bags, or in terms of quarks and diquarks
which corresponds to a large fraction of sites in the com-
plementary domain. It will be interesting to explore this
dynamical selection of the relevant degrees of freedom in
a numerical simulation of the baryon bag representation.
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